ON THE COVER: THE ARCO OLYMPIC TRAINING CENTER, CHULA VISTA, CALIF., WON THE CLCA 1996 'BEN SLADE AWARD' FOR BEST MAINTAINED PROJECT. MANAGED BY LANDTRENDS, SAN DIEGO.
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24 COVER STORY: WHO'S MINDING YOUR SHOP?
Finally, somebody is doing something about the shortage of skilled turf/landscape care equipment mechanics and managers.
RON HALL

28 LM REPORTS: WEATHER MONITORS
New weather-watching systems help turfgrass managers keep a long-distance eye on the sky.

31 COOL-SEASON DISEASE CONTROL
Will anthracnose be a problem in the Northeast as it was last year? It's hard to predict, as different weather patterns bring different challenges.
GAIL SCHUMANN, PH.D.

38 WARM-SEASON DISEASE CONTROL
Early recognition and proper identification are essential for successful disease management.
JANELL STEVENS-JOHNK, PH.D.

44 RIGHT TREE...RIGHT PLACE
Trees improve our quality of life, but place them properly.
H.S. STEVENS

OS1 OVERSEEDING: KEEPING IT GREEN
Athletic field or golf course play does not stop when bermudagrass goes dormant, so overseeding is needed to protect the dormant turf.
Here's how to do it right.
BILL KNOOP, PH.D.